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(Pocket-lint) - One of the big criticisms of Android shares has always been that some of the basic intricacies are missing. One of the most famous of these is simple: the percentage of battery life. It's a general setup from the likes of HTC, Samsung or Sony, meaning you can see the battery level at a glance, not just like a tiny icon. In an Android warehouse
you usually have to swipe down to get a fuller picture. Fortunately, the ability to turn it on for life in Android 7.0 Marshmallow and it's easy to turn on in 10 seconds if you know what you're doing. It lives in the so-called System UI Tuner, which is a hidden developer function that needs to be enabled. Google hid this in Android because the features are not final,
and there is a statement that some of the features may be removed in future Android updates. Pocket-lintSystem UI Tuner sat in Android for a number of versions. Sometimes it's stripped out by device manufacturers, but if you have a Pixel or Nexus that works Nougat, then you're in luck. Here's how to get a percentage of the battery to display in an Android
warehouse: Turn on the tuning tuning phone interface system. To do this, swipe down the Fast Settings panel and you'll see the gear icon settings at the top of the display. Tap and hold it for a few seconds. In a few seconds, tuner's system user interface will be turned on, which will appear at the bottom of the settings menu. Once it's on, the spanner icon
appears next to the settings label icon and you'll get a notification on the screen. Open the System UI Tuner menu and tap the status bar. At the bottom you will see an option called a battery with a number of choices. Choose to always show the percentage. It's quick and simple. The only thing to note is that when you are in battery-saving mode, the
percentage gets destroyed I am a character that uses a battery saver, which is less than useful. Written by Chris Hall. If you want to keep an eye on exactly how much battery is left on the Galaxy S7 or S7 Edge, then you can show the percentage of battery in the status bar. One of my favorite features that are missing from the Google AOSP version of the
Nexus Android is the ability to see the percentage of battery right in the status bar. Now, it's become possible in Marshmallow with a hidden menu, but in my opinion it's not implemented the way it might have been. The implementation of Samsung is better, again in my opinion, but it is still not as I like. I'm used to how most custom ROMs allow you to select a
range battery indicator and then give you the ability to display the percentage of Galaxy S7 battery inside the circle. Related: Dozens of premium Android apps go on sale every day. Check out the latest over on PlayStoreSales.com. Now, it's all subjective, and just because I like it, that way doesn't mean everyone else loves it best. Many people enjoy
Samsung's and I have to say that I feel it's better than the way Google has installed it. I just want to be able to look at the status bar and know exactly how much battery is left. With Google's method, it will just be hard to read when the battery hits some level. I understand that this is not a full-fledged feature for AOSP Android, which is why it is hidden in the
secret menu. I appreciate that Google added an option though, because the more customization options, the better. Samsung does things differently than any of the two methods mentioned above, and that's what the tutorial today is all about. Galaxy S7 Show Percentage Battery Running Settings ApplicationScroll Down and click on the 'Battery' OptionThen
Click 'Show Battery Percentage' Option to include its Explanation It's very easy to do and the option is in the settings section that makes sense. This feature deals with the battery, so Samsung has included it in the Battery Settings app section. Once there, all you have to do is tap the Battery Percentage option and you should see the switch. Once the
feature switches, you'll immediately see that the battery percentage appears to the left of the battery icon in the status bar. Some will feel that the inclusion of this feature is starting to make the status of the bar cluttered, and I agree to a certain extent. Google's AOSP doesn't clutter the status bar, but again, it can be hard to read depending on what level the
battery is at. Most custom ROMs will give you the ability to display a battery icon and battery percentage in several ways. So you can mix and match the ones you like the most. This sense of cluttering up the state advocate is exactly why I like the Circle Battery Icon with the galaxy S7 battery percentage inside it. I get all the information I want at first sight
and there is no mess at all. As mentioned though, it's all subjective and it will depend on which option you like the most. I don't know how to turn on the AOSP version of this feature on the Galaxy S7 because I'm not sure the tuning tuner UI system is in TouchWiz. I tried to turn it on the way it does on Nexus devices and it just runs the Settings app. The
hidden menu does not appear. You may be able to access this menu or turn it on in other (more complex) ways, but at the moment I don't know how to do it. If you know how this can be done, then I'd like to hear about it in the comments section below. Oh well, got the Nexus 6P device registered with the Android N beta program. Earlier in Marshmallow, pull
down a quick setting will show a percentage of the battery near the juice level, but it's not on Android N. Now it's part of the elements of quick customization like Below. Can the battery percentage appear on the juice icon? Hmm, yes! Through the tuning UI system, a small customization option Android N. Here's how to incorporate Tuner's system user
interface into Android N. Pull down the fast setting, click and hold settings (transmission icon) for 3-5 seconds, and the system UI Tuner will be activated. Or, refer to the video below. In System UI Tuner the percentage of battery can be turned on to display in the battery juice bar, and some other things to play with i.e. include the second time that will be
displayed in the top menu. Looking forward to the public release of Android N 7.0, soon from Google. 在狀態列顯⽰電池使⽤百分⽐, 這個幾乎是必備的功能, 在 Android 上都要裝第三⽅軟體才⾏ 若您的⼿機是 Android 7, 可以透過「系統使⽤者介⾯調整精靈」來啟⽤這個功能, 不過這個功能是被隱藏的, 據說是這個功能尚未完善所以還沒放出來 下拉狀態列, ⻑按
⿒輪 設定就會出現「系統使⽤者介⾯調整精靈」 進去後選狀態列/電池率顯⽰百分⽐ 電池 there is間就會有百分⽐數字 a (preferably built-in) way to show the remaining percentage of battery in the nexus 7 status bar (4.1.1)? The percentage of battery is not displayed by default on Android Oreo or Pie, but you can turn on this feature within seconds. This
wikiHow will teach you how to show the percentage of battery in the state bar, so you can quickly see the use of battery at any time. 1 Open settings menu. This is a gear icon that is usually found on the home screen or in the app drawer. You can also find it on the notification bar. 2 Go to battery settings. Click on the battery under apps and Notifications. This
will reveal details of battery usage and other battery-related settings. 3 Go to the battery's percentage time option. Switch on a grey switch, right through the battery percentage option to activate the function. 4 Made. Now you can see the percentage of battery in your status bar, next to the battery icon. Turn off the same switch to hide this feature. Ask a
question every day on wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. In today's public health and economic crises, where the world is changing dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in everyday life,
people need wikis more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and share our trusted brand of educational content with millions of people around the world. Please consider contributing to WikiCao today. wikiHow is a wiki similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are written by several
authors. To create this article, volunteer authors worked on editing and improving it over time. This article has been viewed 46,904 times. Co-authors: 6 Updated: June 4, 2020 Views: 46,904 Recommended Articles (en) Android Print Send a fan mail to the authors Thank you to all the authors for creating the page, which has been read 46,904 times. In this
day and age of weak battery life, it is incredibly important to keep an eye on your use. Unfortunately, Android doesn't show you exactly how much battery you have left is just a vague graphic. Here's how to add a more accurate percentage to this icon. You can always see the percentage of battery by dragging down the bar notifications twice, but that doesn't
exactly give you at a glance of monitoring. You can always turn on the battery percentage in Android 6.0 Marshmallow with a few hidden settings, and in 4.4 KitKat and 5.0 Lollipop with a very hidden setting. How to show the percentage of your battery in Android Marshmallow To incorporate this feature into Marshmallow, you need to incorporate
Marshmallow into the UI tuner interface system, which gives you access to some hidden settings. Pull down the notification shade and then pull down a second time to show the quick settings of the panel. (You can also pull the shadow notification down with two fingers to reveal this panel.) Find gear settings along the top. Press this gear icon for a few
seconds until it starts spinning. Release your finger and you should see a pop-up that tells you that Tuner's system user interface has been enabled. Click on the System UI Tuner option in the Settings window that appears and accept the warning that pops up. On the System UI Tuner page, turn on the Show built-in battery percentage. The battery icon will
now display your charge level at any time. How to show the percentage of your battery in Android KitKat and Lollipop KitKat and Lollipop actually have this feature built in, but the installation is even more hidden. In fact, the installation does not exist at all! The only way to disable it is with multiple ADB commands, or the Battery Percent Enabler app from the
Google Play Store. You don't need to be rooted or anything to use this, so most KitKat and Lollipop phones have to find this job with the instructions below. Open the Google Play Store on your phone (or go to the Google Play Store in your computer browser) and look for the Percent Enabler battery. Choose from kroegerama (there are several apps with the
same name). You can also click on this link to go straight to the Battery Percent Enabler page on your computer or phone. Click the Set button to install it on the device. (If you're doing this from a desktop browser, make sure you've picked the right device from the dropout list). Once installed, click the Open button that appears (or go to the app in the app
drawer). Check the box turn on the battery percentage and restart the phone. After rebooting your phone, you Find that Android battery icon shows how much charge it has. There is one drawback, though: on some percentage text is white, the same color as the battery icon. So you can only see a percentage of the battery if your battery is more than halfway
drained, so the white text is on an empty gray background. Clearly, it was an unfinished feature for KitKat and Lollipop (probably why it was hidden!), but it's still better than nothing. There are many other apps that add a percentage of the battery to your bar menu, but they show how their own individual notifications are rather than part of the built-in Android
battery. We believe that the above solution is the best for pre-Masrshmallow phones. Keeping track of battery life is just one step: the real trick is knowing how to extend your phone's battery life as far as possible. For more information, check out our beginner and advanced guide to extending the life of the Android battery. Life.
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